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ABSTRACT Drug design and development is among the utmost important techniques in 

pharmaceutical industry. In this big data era, artificial intelligence (AI) have immensely 

reduced the time and investment of novel targeted drug discovery. Presently, Corona virus 

Disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic, caused by the severe acute respiratory syndrome 

corona virus 2 (SARS-CoV-2), has led to a major oppression of worldwide healthcare 

infrastructure. Although, vaccine development and therapeutic antibodies are being 

industriously investigated, increasing number of such promising approaches are the need of 

the hour, because it may lead us to continued efficacy in treating COVID-19. An expeditious 

cure for this disease can be a therapeutic drug that has previous use incidences in many 

patients so as to conclude the ongoing pandemic circumstances before it could turn out to be 

more fatal for the worldwide human population. As there is continual unfolding of the results 

of these drug combinations, there arises a necessity to move past conventional drug screening 

and repurposing by exploiting artificial intelligence in order to hone combination therapy 

blueprint. This can result in prompt identification of procedures that arbitrate unforeseen and 

notably augmented treatment consequences. Hereby, Artificial intelligence (AI) technology is 

claimed to recognize the retailed drugs having the efficacy for treating COVID-19. Drug 

repositioning or repurposing is a methodology by means of which subsisting drugs are 

manipulated to handle challenging and emerging diseases, including COVID-19. In this 

chapter, we present the regulations on how to use AI to expedite drug repurposing or 

repositioning, for which AI propositions are not only intimidating but are also inevitable.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Presently, Corona virus Disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic, caused by the severe acute 

respiratory syndrome corona virus 2 (SARS-CoV-2), has led to a major oppression of 

worldwide healthcare infrastructure. Widespread efforts are being put in by the scientists day 

in and day out to identify appropriate therapies against the viral disease. Although, vaccine 

development and therapeutic antibodies are being industriously investigated, increasing 

number of such promising approaches are the need of the hour, because it may lead us to 

continued efficacy in treating COVID-19.[1] However, its inception has also resulted in a 

considerable number of clinical trials that assessed combinations of drugs made up of 

repurposed therapies. An expeditious cure for this disease can be a therapeutic drug that has 

previous use incidences in many patients so as to conclude the ongoing pandemic 

circumstances before it could turn out to be more fatal for the worldwide human population. 

As there is continual unfolding of the results of these drug combinations, there arises a 

necessity to move past conventional drug screening and repurposing by exploiting artificial 

intelligence in order to hone combination therapy blueprint. This can result in prompt 

identification of procedures that arbitrate unforeseen and notably augmented treatment 

consequences. Hereby, Artificial intelligence (AI) technology is claimed to recognize the 

retailed drugs having the efficacy for treating COVID-19. In current times, Artificial 

intelligence (AI) and network medicine provide ground breaking implementation of 

information science in defining diseases, therapeutics, medicines, and in associating targets 

with the minimum fallacy. Among the intriguing field of science, artificial intelligence is one 

that has found great implementations along with the aim to get to grips with the varied 

aspects of probable snags.[2] Hereby, we present to the respectable readers, an overview, on 

the potential usage of AI in COVID-19 in a variety of fields counting detection of the disease 

via many different types of and signs, symptoms and tests, continuous and regular monitoring 

of the patients, recognizing severity of the viral disease in a patient, drug repurposing, 

undertaking imaging tests in connection to the disease, pharmaceutical studies, epidemiology, 

etc. The principle aim of this review is to bring about an all inclusive survey with respect to 

the supplications of AI in order to fight against the troubles this outbreak has caused. 

II. SURVEILLANCE OF COVID-19 PATIENTS BY IMPLEMENTING ML 

AND AI 

Due to various limitations on the resources, most of the hospitals are not been able to 

contribute monitoring, analysis and treatment services that are needed for all the patients with 

fatal and severe symptoms. With regard to this, the prediction of mortality or recovery rate of 

the patients is of utmost importance, since this piece of information can be of help to the 

hospitals in order to distribute the medical amenities more effectively.  [30], An indistinct 

classifier is suggested for the assessment of disease and also for predicting the mortality rate 

among the covid-19 patients as obtained from their biomarkers. [31] Data obtained from 

approximately 117,000 patients from all over the world are being extensively  used for 

generating an AI methodology in order to predict the mortality chance of the patients affected 

with covid-19. [32] A machine learning perspective is being presented to effectively predict 

patient’s recovery. Support vector machine( SVM) algorithm, regression model and ANN is 

utilized to finally build this model. A refined and randomised Forest model uplifted by 

AdaBoost algorithm has been dispensed [33] which wields the patients’ geographical, 

demographic, travel, and health data for predicting the lethality of cases and also the possible 

consequences, death or recovery. 



III. MONITORING AND SUPERVISING THE PANDEMIC FROM THE 

VIEWPOINT OF THE AI WORLD 

The AI world can contribute in many different ways in monitoring the pandemic as well as its 

effect on various sectors of the human society. [34], a cross-breed cellular automata have 

been reportedly proposed that may predict effects of the pandemic with respect to number of 

deaths, count of people affected and recovered. [35], a ML algorithm is also proposed so as to 

study and analyze the effects of humidity, temperature, and wind speed on number of the 

infected people. It has been suggested that a modest inverse correlation between the 

temperature and daily count of infections have taken place. The effect of this outrageous 

pandemic in the tourism market has also been studied for [36]. In this regard, a neural 

network of Prolonged Short Term Memory is being calibrated for properties of the pandemic. 

IV. AI TECHNIQUES PROPOSED FOR COVID-19 DRUG REPURPOSING 

“Repurposing” of drugs, encompasses usage of already existing ratified drug treatment of a 

first ever contemplated therapeutic manifestation – which, in this case, is COVID-19. The 

revelation and expansion of advanced molecular structures being protracted, lingering and 

highly expensive for the clinical litigations to receive auditing authorizations or retributions, 

the ephemeral passage to successful and effective treatment is the repositioning or 

repurposing of induced and approved drugs only for COVID-19 treatment. In this regard, 

Chloroquine (CQ) and also it’s structural analogue- Hydroxy chloroquine (HCQ) have been 

reportedly utilised for the treatment of viral infections. All such drugs also have anti-malarial 

activity and are known to be effective in vitro treatment of COVID -19 [47]. 

The major encumbrance in the drug repositioning strategy is verifying and identifying the 

idiosyncratic drug-disease relationship. To inscribe this concern, a variety of procedures have 

been expanded comprising of computational propositions (like AI), biological hypothetical 

protocols, and mixed propositions. Accordingly, there are probabilities that the 

implementation of AI approach in the drug discovery is attainable [48]. Researchers and 

scientists have found various analogies between COVID-19 virus and 2003 SARS Virus. 

Based on these existing data which caused SARS, various models for AI learning may be 

generated with the aim to apprehend drug structures that may be potentially able to treat 

COVID -19 [49]. Notwithstanding effectively evident repurposed drugs, a necessity for 

acknowledging escalating number of repurposed drugs is there [50]. AI and ML may succour 

this stratagem by briskly discerning drugs with sufficiency against this COVID-19 virus and 

thus conquer any barricade between huge number of the repurposed drugs, clinical or 

laboratory appraising, and eventual drug authorization. A considerable amount of 

information, ejected by various health companies and organizations is approachable on open 

stages [51]. By the same token, AI, contains a subset called ML, that makes use of factual 

plan of action with the ability to grasp with or without getting modified by an extraneous 

user. Machine learning(ML) is fractionated into unsupervised, supervised and reinforcement 

training [52]. In the pedagogic field, recently, Harvard T. Chan School of Public Health 

federated with Human Vaccines Project so as to push through the enterprise of Human 

Immunomics Initiative, that enforces the man-made postulation models to foment antibodies 

for the purview of various infections, say for example COVID-19 [53]. A batch of scientists 

from the Southern Illinois University (SIU) recently, picked up an information depiction 

device which utilises GPS data in order to show the users, locations of all the known COVID-

19 cases. Similarly, Apple and Google have joined forces to promote a contract ensuing 

application actuated by Bluetooth innovation. All such methods may prove constructive in 

the data assemblage in an accurate and great amount [54]. Firms and organizations are 



streaming experimentation exploring different course of actions in regard to effectively 

sanctioned drugs, having gathered wellbeing portraits in the people, based on the 

foundational comprehension of the contamination. Pertaining to COVID-19,  hydroxyl 

chloroquine (countersigned for treatment of Malaria) and remdesivir (for treatment of Ebola) 

are the most sought-after instances of this till date [55]. As a result, the data league of the 

potency of these medicines can serve as a good capture for an AI archetype. 

V. SCRUTINIZING THE DRUG DISCOVERY APPROACHES USING AI 

It has been discussed in few findings[56], that how an AI aided prognostication may be of 

help to come about new drugs against the disease.  In one of the studies [57], an LSTM 

framework is up skilled in order to read the SMILES thumbprint of a molecule and also to 

anticipate IC50 of the molecule while binding to RdRp. The replica is instructed using IC50 

binding facts and figures from PDB database of about 310,000 drug-like chemical 

compounds from the ZINC database. This methodology is applied to perceive the contender 

drug for managing the virus. An anew molecular design master plan is lodged[58], which 

utilises the AI algorithm to come across therapeutic biological molecules against covid19.  

The system manipulates Monte Carlo Tree hunt algorithm amalgamated with a syndicate 

ANN substitute model. [59], A substructure is submitted that merges adjustable pre-

preparatory phase of a minuscule SMILES Differential Auto encoder and a multi-accredit 

superintended sampling venture. The procedure utilises information from ascribe diviners 

trained on quiescent features. In this project, a protein binding rapport predictor is being used 

so as to generate optimal and novel therapeutic molecules for obscured viral targets. 

 

VI. DISCOVERING PROSPECTIVE DRUGS 

In order to locate and find prospective therapeutic drugs against this disease[60], a athenaeum 

of 1,670 different compounds were processed via deep learning. A DNN was utilised [61] to 

forage for host-target intervening antivirals among the approved and experimental drugs with 

inherent activity to combat the disease. The algorithm explores for gene expression 

designation of molecular trepidations close to SARS-CoV virus. [62], AI methodologies are 

manipulated to accomplish transcriptional inspection to connect latent antiviral drugs from 

the FDA approved drugs as well as from the natural products. An AI manifesto has been 

entrenched[63] so as to pin down potential old drugs having antiviral attributes against covid-

19. The authors have then tested all the AI predicted drugs at odds with the slinky covid-19 

virus cell-based assessment, in-vitro.  Thereafter, they interpreted the results of the 

assessment back to AI network for relearning and initiating a modified AI mould to again 

search for remote drugs. To combat this pandemic, the most puissant super computer, namely 

SUMMIT has emerged to help in the hard battle against this deadly disease. It was exploited 

to spot the existing small sized pharmaceutical molecules which may have some potential 

repercussions against the virus. Further, in order to upgrade the execution,[64], it is illustrated 

how Bayesian optimization may be of help to set out the calculations paramounting to 

hastened recognition of candidates having the same computational capacity. A data-operated 

drug transposing framework is generated [65], which registers machine learning to 

consolidate and excavate large-scale perception graphs to come across potential drug 

contenders against covid-19. An AI-rooted drug-repositioning scheme have been proposed 

[66] to construct a learning prognostic model and locate the drugs that madden the aptitude in 

treatment of this viral disease. 

VII. CONCLUSION 



Artificial Intelligence(AI) is an imminent and beneficial tool for identification of premature 

infections caused by the corona virus and also assists in surveillance of the patients’ 

condition. It can remarkably ameliorate the treatment uniformity and decision making via 

developing beneficial algorithms. Apart from being cooperative in treatment of Corona virus 

infected patients, AI also contributes to their regular health monitoring. It can keep an eye on 

the cataclysm of COVID-19 at many different spectrums like medical, epidemiological and 

molecular applications. Again, it is valuable to expedite the research findings on this virus by 

analysing the data available. AI can be of immense help in producing proper treatment rules, 

prevention plans, vaccine and drug development. 
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